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Abstract 
 
The growing deployment rate of wireless LANs indicates that wireless networking is rapidly becoming a prevalent form of 
communication. As users become more accustomed to the use of mobile devices, they increasingly want the additional benefit of 
roaming. Ad hoc networking allows portable devices to establish communication independent of a without central infrastructure. 
However that the devices can move randomly gives rise to various kind of problems, such as routing and security. There are 
several ad hoc routing protocols such as AODV, DSR, DSDV that propose solutions for routing within a mobile ad hoc network. 
However, since there is an interest in communication between not only mobile devices in an ad hoc network, but also between a 
mobile device in an ad  hoc network and a fixed device in a fixed network (e.g. the Internet), the ad hoc routing protocols need to 
be modified. To evaluate the performance of the protocol in wide range of network such as, Packet delivery fraction, End to end 
delay, Normalized routing protocol overhead and Normalized AODV overhead and Performance Metrics. For this purpose 
Network Simulator 2, has been used. In the past, the notation of ad hoc networks was often associated with communication on 
combat fields and at the site of a disaster area; now, as novel technologies such as WiFi/Bluetooth materialize, the scenario of 
adhoc networking is likely to change, as is its importance. 
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